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Transcript

1

Dana

Lets…

2

Stephanie

I’m gunna make, I’m gunna make, I’m gunna make, this!
One red, blue, blue, wait… oh it’s three red. Wait one blue,
this one, this one and this one. Dana what are you doing?
(Dana hold up a tower) I think I have that one.

3

Dana

No you don’t

4

Stephanie

Hold on let me check. I think, I just think. Oh no I have it
the other way blue at the top. Everything we make we have
to check. Put that in line. Everything we make, lets make a
deal-everything we make we have the check.

5

Dana

Alright, I’ll always make it you’ll always check it.

6

Stephanie

Alright, you make it, and I’ll check it. (Dana hands a tower
and Stephanie checks it) It’s good.

7

Dana

You have that one right there.

8

Stephanie

Okay, eliminate it. (Counting towers they have so far)
Sixteen. No Dana just make them I’ll check them. Dana why
don’t you try this?

9

Dana

Did you keep that one I just made?

10

Stephanie

Blue, blue. No I eliminate it. Red, blue.

11

Dana

Then I’ll do red, red, blue…

12

Stephanie

Uh no, I have this one. Well maybe if I did this! Nope, I
have that one too Dana. I don’t think we get anymore but,
one, two, three, four, five…
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13

Dana

Here

14

Stephanie

Okay. That’s a good idea, got it. But why don’t you try blues
at the bottom and two reds in the middle? I think we’re
making a pretty good business here. We’re making a lot of
buildings.

15

R1

You’re making a lot of buildings?

16

Stephanie

Yup. Got it. Dana I meant like this. Oh wait didn’t you just
make, see it doesn’t match many of them. That doesn’t
match any of them.

17

Dana

I think that’s the only one we’re gunna get.

18

Stephanie

Hang on Dana we can always try more. We have to be
almost positive. This is tricky here. What if I went like this?
I think I may have this here. Make another one. I got it, why
don’t we raise the blue one? See if it works. It might work is
we raise the blue just one. Okay go back to the beginning
and check it again. Wait, we have to raise the blue another
one, now at the way top. Again, stumped! Dana I think we
have this one, yup we do. Aw nuts we can’t make anything.
I’m almost positive.

19

Dana

Here. You have it, I see it, I see it already.

20

Stephanie

Where? You’re right we do have it.

21

Dana

Alright

22

Stephanie

I think we’re only going to be able to make seventeen.

23

R1

Seventeen?

24

Stephanie

Yeah I think we’re only going to be able to make…

25

R1

Lets see, count them up again.
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26

Stephanie

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen.

27

R1

Okay

28

Stephanie

So should I write down seventeen?

29

R1

First off, is every one of these different?

30

Yes

31

Dana/
Stephanie
R1

32

Dana

Yeah we build them, and then check them like this…

33

Stephanie

Cause Dana built them, and I checked them

34

R1

How can you be sure that you haven’t made any of them
twice, or that you have got them all? Is there a way you
could be sure?

35

Stephanie

Well there is a way. We can take one. Like say we could
take this one, this red with the blue on bottom. And we could
go and we could compare it to every one. And the ones that
don’t match push back.

36

Dana

And then we eliminate.

37

R1

Oh I see.

38

Stephanie

And that is a way to figure out so.

39

R1

Could you double check for me to make sure?

40

Dana

(writing) so we got seventeen.

41

Stephanie

(checking) so we have to push these all back. Ah my towers
are falling.

42

Dana

We have seventeen

Are you certain?
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Seventeen I double-checked every one. I double-checked
every single one. I’m gunna write a picture for mine.
(writing) We got seventeen making patterns.

